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In this leaflet, you can find advice on how to identify 

relevant search terms and create effective search 

strategies for finding information.  

 

Remember that you can get lots of study tips and 

resources from succeed@solent on myCourse. 

 
 
 

Planning your research 

Good planning is the key to success!  

Planning a search involves thinking about how you will 
search for information - how will you ensure you find all 
the relevant information on your topic? 

Identifying search terms helps you focus on what you 
need to look for – in books, journals, reports, magazines 
etc – to answer the question! 

A good place to begin is by looking closely at your title 
and what it's asking you to research... 

Keywords 

To identify search terms to use, analyse your title. 
What keywords in the title tell you the topic you need 
to look at?  

Discuss the impact of tuition fees on students and 

university applications 

 

The keywords pinpoint the main topics you are being 
asked to look at. They are a good starting point for 
developing a search. 

You could go further and identify some alternative 
keywords to use in your searches – just in case your 
original ones don’t find everything you need.  

These will allow for differences in word choice between 
authors, different spellings, the use of acronyms and 
abbreviations etc. 

 

Alternative keywords 
Identify other keywords you could use to ensure you 
find all the information on your topic.   

 
Having alternative and broader keywords allows you to 

find a wider range of information. 

Having more specific or narrower keywords allows you 
to focus your search and ensure you don’t find too 
much information. 

 

How to succeed@search strategies 

Example keyword: University  

The range of terms you could identify include: 

Alternatives: have a very similar meaning to your 
original keyword  

Uni, Universities, Higher Education 

Broader terms: have a general link to your keyword  

Education, Learning 

Narrower terms: have a more specific link to your 

keyword  

Degree, Undergraduate, Postgraduate 
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Linking your search terms 

To make your search effective, think about how you link 
your keywords together.  

The main connectors (often called Boolean connectors) 
you can use are: 

 AND – finds both keywords: Beer AND hangover  

 OR – finds either of your keywords: Beer OR lager  

 NOT – excludes a keyword: Beer NOT hangover   

You can use brackets to group together terms that are 
linked within your search, e.g. Hangover and (beer or 
lager) will find results containing: 

 hangover and beer  

 hangover and lager  

Phrase searching 

You can search for a specific phrase by enclosing it in 
"quotation marks".  This will ensure your search terms 
are found, in the order specified e.g. "Southampton 
beer festival". 

Truncation and Wildcards  

You can truncate a word using a symbol – often an 
asterisk * or exclamation mark !. This will find all 
different endings of a word and saves you having to type 
in plurals, words ending in ‘ing’ and so on. 

comput* will find compute, computer, computing, 

computed, computerised …. 

manage! will find manage, manager, managed, 

manageable … 

Be careful you don’t use truncation too early though: 

comp* will find computer, computing etc but will 
also find competition, comprehensive, complicated 

and many more! 

You can also use a wildcard symbol within a word (often 
! or ?) to search for different letters within a word to 
take account of different spellings. 

wom?n will find woman and women 

colo!r will find color and colour 

 

 

 

 

Improving a search 
 
It is always worth trying several different searches to 
make sure you find a range of information. Even if your 
first attempt has found some relevant results, try some 
of your alternative terms to get a good overview of the 
literature. 

Too few results 

If your search has not found many results: 

 Try using fewer keywords or some of your 
general (broader) keywords. This should 

increase your results.  

 Then try adding in keywords to narrow down 
your results to those that are relevant.  

 Use truncation to find different word endings – 
sometimes just allowing for plurals can increase 

your results.  

 Consider using full versions of words/phrases if 
you have used an acronym or abbreviation as 
your keyword.  

Too many results 

If your search has found too many results or they aren’t 
relevant to your topic: 

 Try adding more keywords to your search to 
make it more focussed.  

 If the resource you are searching allows, specify 
where your search terms are found e.g. in the 
title or the abstract. This should make the 

results more relevant.  

For example: If you wanted to know how students 

support themselves through university, a search on 

finances may find a vast range of results but a search on 

student* and financ* and loan* may find fewer, more 

relevant results 

 

Further help 

 
In succeed@solent you will find books that will give you 
further advice on how to improve your research skills.  
Topics covered include: 
 

Referencing and plagiarism 
Identifying information 

Search strategies 
Internet searches 

 
Title: 

 

Text: 

 Bullet point, e.g.  

Bullet point example 

  

 

 

Further help 

 

In succeed@solent you will find the following to help you 

write your essays: 

 

Downloadable essay templates  

How to succeed@referencing 

How to succeed@writing well 

How to succeed@understanding your assignment 

How to succeed@the writing process 

 

 

 


